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LUC SCHUHMACHER
Lower Than The Ground

December 10, 2015 – February 6, 2016 
Duration : twenty minutes

Opening on Thursday, December 10, from 2 to 9 pm

Backslash is delighted to announce a new exhibition of work by Luc Schuhmacher, whose sound installations take the viewer on a journey 
through the artist’s mind and the twists and turns of his creative process. A collection of ten recent works will be displayed along a circuit 
carefully designed by the artist, who explains: 

Twenty minutes: that’s the time it takes to visit the exhibition.  

Lower than the ground is the name of the exhibition. 

It is also the name of one of the works: several series of drawings on envelopes and a recording of a voice that, for 3 minutes and 46 seconds, 
relates snatches of a nightmare that lasted 10 days and 10 nights. 

Reality is far much worse than the work. 

Lower than the ground. Despair. A gaping hole I fall into, the relentless procession of thoughts, tormenting me, such 
an intense feeling of dread that it hollows out my body. Stick a sharp knife into my belly. Burn myself alive. Hang 
myself. So it stops. Blind, bent over, using my hands to find my way, I walk around my apartment. The wooden 
slats of my bed and the kitchen table are my only aids. I touch them, lower than the ground. I can’t breathe 
anymore. The others belch in my face, spit on me. I look them in the face. I see their oozing eye sockets, the 
eyeballs missing, and their rotten teeth. The next few minutes cannot be borne. 

Everything that comes from me will be earthbound: the works will be displayed on the ground.
Various series of drawings and texts, lying on the wooden floor. For each series, a mechanism is fastened to the wall that you can choose to 
activate or not. Pull the rope: the recording flows through the space with a murmuring sound. If you lend it your ear, a story will unfold. 

These stories were recorded directly to tape without any editing using a handheld Dictaphone.
Fragments of recordings follow on from each other. I proceed like a doctor writing consultation reports. This approach creates sound matter 
made up of cuts, silences and the repetitions created by the possibility of rerecording on something that already exists. I want to achieve the 
perfect tone: repentance. These are sound drawings. The soundtrack is a sheet of paper. I draw a line, then another and another, until I obtain 
exactly the right line to make the drawing work. 

Listening to the recordings, the visual takes on more meaning. My voice rewrites what has already happened. Something new takes place in the 
“afterthought”, probably because I couldn’t react in the moment itself. Using these mechanisms, each story is replayed as many times as we 
activate it. Exhibiting my work is about getting it to replay.’  

Luc Schuhmacher’s work has featured at the 2006 Nuit Blanche all-night cultural event and at Mac Val.
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